Career Opportunities at
HK01 COMPANY LIMITED
18 FEB 2019 [MON]
4:30 – 6:00PM

Fan Lee Foon Student Career Centre
Room R4009, 4/F,
Bank of China (Hong Kong) Complex

Company profile:
HK01 is aspired to build a Hong Kong Internet Lifestyle Platform which provides personalized and diversified Internet services under the digital era. We are dedicated to becoming the pioneer and leader of the Hong Kong Internet industry by providing factual and inspiring contents through the application of innovative technology.

We provide future leaders with the intelligence, technology, human expertise and the career development platform they need to revolutionize the Internet Industry in Hong Kong.

Job Openings for the positions:
- Business Strategic Trainee
- Entrepreneur Trainee
- Internships

For details, please refer to the recruitment pamphlet.

Online Enrollment:
Desktop Computer: AIMS • Student Services • Central Repository on Student Development Activities (CRESDA) System

Mobile Devices:
CRESDA System accessed through “CityU Mobile AIMS” app

Follow our WeChat Page
Student Development Services
Taught Postgraduate Career Service
(852) 3442 4481 / 3442 7559
tpg.career@cityu.edu.hk
cityu_tpgcareer